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1.1 Introduction
Having decided what you want to study about, the next question comes up as to how are you
going to conduct your study? What procedures will you adopt to obtain answers to research
questions? How will you carry out the tasks needed to complete the different components of
the research process? What should you do and what should you not do in the process of
undertaking the study?
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These are some of the questions that need to be answered before we proceed to conduct the
study. Basically, answers to these questions constitute the core of a research design. This unit
therefore begins with the definition and the description of the research design. Then the
purpose of the research design is highlighted in which you will study how a research can
maximize the systematic variance, control extraneous variance through the various
controlling techniques i.e. randomization, matching, elimination and statistical control.
Further you will find how a researcher can minimize the error variance. Moreover, research
cannot ignore the criteria of good design. This unit acquaints you with the basic criteria of
research through which you can distinguish good design from weak design. Finally, the
qualities of research design are indicated and described.

1.2 Learning Objectives
After reading this unit, you will be able to:







Define research design;
Describe the features and purposes of research design;
Discuss various objectives/purpose of research design;
Describe the functions of research design;
Explain the criteria of research design; and
State the qualities of research design.

1.3 Research Design: Meaning and Definition
Research is an important activity affecting the society as a whole therefore; it involves a lot
of decision making. Research design also involves a lot of decision - making. It provides a
structure and shape to your research project. After finalising your topic, you decide about
how you are going to conduct your study. It involves formulation of strategy for all the stages
starting from formulation of hypotheses to the analysis of data.
Winner (1971) compared the research design to an architect’s plan for the structure of a
building. The designer of researcher performs a role similar to that of the architect. The
owner of the building gives his basic requirements to the architect, who then exercising his
expertise, prepares a plan or a blue print outlining the final shape of the structure.
Similarly, researcher has to do planning or prepare a structure before starting data collection
and analysis. According to Myers (1980), the research design is the general structure of the
experiment, not its specific content. In fact, the research design is the conceptual structure
within which research is conducted; it constitutes the blueprint for the collection,
measurement and analysis of data.
According to Thyer (1993) a traditional research design is a blueprint or detailed plan for
how to conduct a research study and how to complete the same. Planning such a research
design involves,
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

operationalizing variables so that they can be measured,
selecting a sample of interest to study,
collecting data to be used as a basis for testing hypothesis, and
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(iv)

analysing the results.

According to Matheson (1970) a research design is a basic plan for research, including the
assignment of subjects to the levels of the independent variable and the manipulation of the
independent variable.
According to Kerlinger (1986) research design is the plan, structure, and strategy of
investigation conceived so as to obtain answers to research questions and to control variance.
The definition of Kerlinger reveals three important components, which are i) research design
is a plan ii) research design is the structure iii) research design is the strategy. Let us see what
these are:
i)

ii)

iii)

Research Design is the Plan: The plan is the overall scheme or program of the
research. It includes an outline of what the investigator will do from writing the
hypotheses and their operational implications to the final analysis of data.
Research Design is the Structure: The structure of the research is more specific. It
is the outline, the scheme, the paradigm, of the operation of the variables. When
we draw diagrams that outline the variables and their relation and juxtaposition,
we build structural schemes for accomplishing operational research purposes.
Research Design is the Strategy: Strategy as used here is also more specific than
plan. It includes the methods to be used to gather and analyse the data. In other
words strategy implies how the research objectives will be reached and how the
problems encountered in the research will be tackled.

Thus, we can conclude that research design provides us a base on which we conduct our
research.

1.4 Features of a Good Research Design
A good design is often characterised by adjectives like flexible, appropriate, efficient,
economical, and soon. Generally, the design which minimises bias and maximises the
reliability of the data collected and analysed is considered a, good design. The design which
gives the smallest experimental error is supposed to be the best design in many
investigations. Similarly, a design which yields maximal information and provides an
opportunity for considering many different aspects of a problem is considered most
appropriate and efficient design in respect of many research problems. Thus, the question of
good design is related to the purpose or objective of the research problem and, with the nature
of the problem to be studied. A design may be quite suitable in one case, but may be found
wanting in one respect or other, in the context of some other research problem. One single
design cannot serve the purpose of all types of research problems. A research design
appropriate for a particular research problem, usually involves the consideration of the
following factors;






the means of obtaining information
the availability and skills of the researcher and his staff, if any
the objective of the problem to be studied
the nature of the problem to be studied
the availability of time and money for the research work
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If the research study happens to be an exploratory or a formulative one, where the major
emphasis is on the discovery of ideas and insights, the research design most appropriate must
be flexible enough to permit the consideration of many different aspects of a phenomenon.
But, when the purpose of a study is to accurately describe a situation, or an association
between variables (or, in what are called descriptive studies), accuracy becomes a major
consideration and a research design which minimizes bias and maximizes the reliability of
the evidence collected is considered a good design. Studies involving the testing of a
hypothesis of a causal relationship between variables require a design which will permit
inferences about causality in addition to the minimisation of bias and maximisation of
reliability. But, in practice it the most difficult task is to put a particular study in a particular
group, for a given research may have in it elements of two or more of the functions of
different studies. It is only on the basis of its primary function that a study can be categorised,
either as an exploratory or descriptive, or hypothesis testing study, and, accordingly, the
choice of a research design may be made in case of a particular study. Besides, the
availability of time, money, the skills of the research staff, and the means of obtaining the
information must be given due weightage while working out the relevant details of the
research design, such as experimental design, survey design, sample design, and the like.

1.5 Functions of Research Design
Regardless of the type of research design selected by the social investigator, all plans perform
one or more functions outlined and discussed below. The number of functions performed by
any design largely depends upon its sophistication, coupled with the researcher's concerns.
A. As a Blue Print
Perhaps the most important function of research designs is that they provide the researcher
with a blueprint for studying social questions. Without adequate drawings and plans, a
homebuilder would become burdened with insurmountable problems such as where to place
the foundation, what kinds and qualities of materials to use, how many workers are required,
how large should the home be, and so on. By the same token, a social researcher faces
comparable obstacles if he commences his study without some kind of research plan. To
minimize his research problems, there are several decisions he should make before beginning
his project. For example, if he chooses to study people directly, some possible considerations
might be:
1) a description of the target population about which he seeks information 2) the sampling
methods used to obtain his elements (people or things) 3) the size of sample 4) the data
collection procedures to be used to acquire the needed information 5) possible ways of
analysing the data once collected and 6) whether or not to use statistical tests, and if so,
which one(s)? These problems are given strong consideration in a research proposal,
prospectus, or study outline that many investigators elect to construct in advance of their
research.
B. Directional Function
Research designs dictate boundaries of research activity and enable the investigator to
channel his energies in specific directions. Without the delineation of research boundaries
and/or objectives, a researcher's activities in a single project could be virtually endless. Many
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professors directing the work of their graduate students are probably familiar with the
problem of dealing with the loose ends of an improperly planned research project. With clear
research objectives in view, however, investigators can proceed systematically towards the
achievement of certain goals. The structure provided by the research plan enables the
investigator to reach closure and consider any given project completed.
C. Anticipatory Function
A third function of a research design is that it enables the investigator to anticipate potential
problems in the implementation of the study. It is customary for researchers to review current
literature central to the topic under investigation. In the course of the literature review, they
may learn about new or alternative approaches to their problems. At the same time they can
acquire information concerning what can reasonably be expected to occur in their own
investigation. Many articles in the professional journals, as well as specialized monographs,
include suggestions for further study. More important, many authors provide criticisms of
their own work so that future investigations of the same or similar topics may be improved.
In addition, the design can function to provide some estimate of the cost of the research,
possible measurement problems, and the optimal allocation of resources such as assistants
(manpower) and material.
Check Your Progress Exercise 1.1

Note: I. Write your answer in about 50 words.
II. Check your answer with possible answers given at the end of the unit.
Q.1 Write the important functions associated with a research design that you have come
across.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………….
Q.2 Define research design? Discuss its features.
………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………

1.6 Purpose of Research Design
The purpose of research design is to provide a maximum amount of information relevant to
the problem under investigation at a minimum cost. The research design has the toll
purposes:

1.6.1 Answers to Research Questions
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Research design is formulated to enable the researcher to answer research questions such as
validity, objectivity, accuracy, and describe research plans as economically as possible. Any
research plan is deliberately and specifically conceived and executed to bring empirical
evidence to bear on the research problem. Research design sets up the framework for
adequate test of relations among variable. The research design in a way tells us what
observations to make, how to make them and how to analyse the quantitative representations
of the observations. It also tells us as to what types of statistical analysis to use. Finally, an
adequate design outlines possible conclusions to be drawn from statistical analysis. Thus a
research design after moving through the sequence of different related steps enables the
researcher to draw a valid and objective answer to research questions

1.6.2 Research Design Acts as Variance Control
The main technical function of research design is to control variance. Research design is a set
of instructions to the investigator together analyse data in certain ways. Therefore, research
design acts as control mechanism and enables the researcher to control unwanted variances.
Variance control is a central theme of research design. Variance control as we shall notice
throughout this Unit is the central theme of experience design. Variance is a measure of the
dispersion or spread of a set of scores. It describes the extent to which the scores differ from
each other. Variance and variation, through used by synonymously, are not identical terms.
Variation is a more general term which includes variance as one of the statistical methods of
representing methods.

1.6.3 Systematic Variance
The researcher is directly concerned with three types of variance namely experimental
variance, extraneous variance and error variance. Main functions of research design are to
maximize the effect of systematic variance, control extraneous variance and minimize error
variance. A discussion of these variances is presented below.
Systematic Variance: by constructing an efficient research design the investigator attempts to
maximize the variance of the variable of substantive research hypotheses. Systematic
variance is the variability in the dependent measure due to the manipulation of the
experimental variable by the experimenter. An important task of the experimenter is to
maximize this variance. This objective is achieved by making the level of the experimental
variable as unlike as possible. Suppose an experimenter is interested in studying the effect of
intensity of light on visual acuity. The experimenter decides to study the effect by
manipulating three levels of light intensity, i.e. 10 ml, 15ml, 20 ml. as the difference between
any two levels of the experimental variable is not substantial, and there is little chance of
separating its effect from the total variance. Thus, in order to maximize systematic variances,
it is desirable to make the experimental conditions (levels) as different as possible. In this
experiment it would be appropriate, then to modify the levels of light intensity to 10 ml, 20
ml, and 30 ml so that the difference between any two levels is substantial

1.6.4 Extraneous Variance
Extraneous variance is produced by the extraneous variables or the relevant variables. An
experimenter always tries to control the relevant variables and thus, also wants to eliminate
the variances produced by these variables. For elimination of extraneous variance it is
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essential that the extraneous variables be properly controlled. There are four ways to control
the extraneous variances. These procedures are elimination, randomization, matching, and
statistical control. A discussion of these procedures is given below:
A. Randomization: an important method of controlling extraneous variables is
randomization. It is considered to be the most effective way to control the variability due to
all possible extraneous sources. If through randomization has been achieved then the
treatment groups in the experiment could be considered statistically equal in all possible
ways. Randomization is a powerful method of controlling variable. In other words it is a
procedure for equating groups with respect to secondary variable. Randomization means
random selection of the experimental units from the larger population. Random assignment
means that every experimental unit has an equal chance of being placed in any of the
treatment conditions or groups. In using randomization method some problems may be
encountered. It is possible to select a random sample from a population, but then assignment
of experimental units to groups may get biased. Random assignment of subjects is critical to
internal validity. If subjects are not assigned randomly, confounding may occur. Randomized
group design and randomized block design are the examples of research design in which
randomization is used to control the extraneous variable.
B. Elimination: this procedure is the easiest way to controlling the unwanted extraneous
variable through elimination of variable. Suppose, the sex of the subject as unwanted
secondary variable, is found to influence the variable in an experiment. Therefore the variable
of sex has to be controlled. The researcher may decide to take either all males or all females
in an experiment and thus, controlled through elimination the variability due to the sex
variable. By using elimination for controlling the extraneous variables, researcher loses the
power of generalisation. If the researcher selects the subject from a restricted range then the
researcher can generalise the results within restricted range and not outside it. Elimination
procedure is used in non-experimental design.
C. Matching: is also a non-experimental design procedure, is used to control the extraneous
source of variance. In case of controlling organismic and background variable matching is
used in this procedure the relevant variable are equated or held constant across all conditions
of experiments. Suppose if the researcher finds that the variable of intelligence is highly
correlated with the dependent variable, it is better to control the variance through matching
on the variable of intelligence. However as a method of control matching limits the
availability of subjects. If the researcher decides to match subjects on two or three variables
he may not find enough subjects for the experiment. Besides this the method of matching
biases the principles of randomization.
D. Statistical Control: in this approach, no attempt is made to restrain the influence of
secondary variables. In this technique, one or more concomitant secondary variables
(covariates) are measured and the dependent variable is statistically adjusted to remove the
effects of the uncontrolled sources of variation. Analysis of covariance is one such technique.
It is used to remove statistically the possible amount of variation in the concomitant
secondary variable.

1.6.5 Error Variance
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The third function of a research design is to minimize the error variance. The error variance is
defined as those variance or viabilities in the measures, which occurs as a function of the
factors not controllable by the experimenter. Such factors may be related to the individual
differences among the subjects themselves such as to their attitude, motivation, need, ability
etc. They may be related to what is commonly called the errors of measurements such as the
differences in trials differences in conditions of experiment, temporary emotional state of the
subject, fatigability etc. Statistical controls can be applied to minimize such error variance.
For example, repeated measures design can be used to minimize the experimental error. By
this technique the variability due to the individual differences is taken out from the total
variability, and thus, the error variance is reduced. Analysis of covariance is also a technique
to reduce the error variance. Further, error variance can be controlled by increasing the
reliability of measurement by giving clear and unambiguously instructions and by using a
reliable measuring instrument etc.

1.7 Design Selection
The selection of a specific type of design depends primarily on both the nature and extent of
the information. Complex designs, usually involving a number of “control groups,” offer
more information than a simple group design. However, not all of the relevant information
may be needed can be derived from any given design. Some of the information is based on
the assumptions and some information is explicit. Other information derives from a network
of knowledge surrounding the project in question. Theories, accepted concepts, hypotheses,
principles and empirical evidence from related studies ought to be considered in design
selection.
1) What questions will this design answer? To do this, we must also be able to specify many
of the questions the design won’t answer as well ones it will answer. This should lead to a
more realistic approach to experimental design than is usually given. Some simple and useful
designs have been labelled as “poor” because they are relatively simple and will not answer
some questions. Yet, they may provide clear and economical answers to the major questions
of interest. Complex designs are not as useful for some purposes.
2) What is the relative information gain/cost picture? There is no specific formula or strategy
for deriving some cut-off point in this regard. The major point here is that the researcher must
take a close look at the probable cost before selecting a design.
Besides this, choice of design depends on different factors, such as; Feasibility; reliability;
ethical; Cost and time.

1.8 Criteria of Research Design
As you know that there are various types of research design. Some are weak design and some
are good design. Behavioural researchers have been able to formulate certain criteria on the
basis of which you can distinguish the good design from weak design. These criteria have
proved very useful in guiding the researches in right direction. These criteria are mentioned
below.
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1.8.1 Capability to Answer Research Questions Adequately
A good research design is the design that answers research questions adequately. Sometimes,
the researcher selects a design which is not appropriate for answering the research question in
hand. Such designs constitute the example of weak research design. Such a design does not
adequately test the hypotheses either. It is a common practice that students while trying to
answer a research question by conducting experiment or doing research, often match sex, age
intelligence of the subjects on the assumption that such matching would lead to the setting of
a better experimental group and control group. The reality is that if there is no relation
between say, age and the dependent variable then matching an age will be irrelevant.
Therefore, any design based upon matching would be a weak design.

1.8.2 Control of Variable
Another criterion of a good research design is that it should control the effects of extraneous
variables which are more or less similar to independent variables that have the capacity to
influence dependent variables. If left uncontrolled, such variables are called independent
extraneous variables or simply extraneous variables. A design which fails to control the effect
of extraneous variables is considered a weak one and the research should avoid such designs.
There are various ways to control the effects of extraneous variables. Of these ways
randomization is considered by many as one of the best techniques of controlling the
extraneous variables. There are three basic phases in randomization-random selection of
subjects, random assignment of subjects into control and experimental groups and random
assignments of experimental treatments among different groups. Sometimes, it happens that
for the researcher it is not possible to make random selection of subjects. In such situations
the researcher tries to randomly assign the selected subjects into different experimental
groups. When this random assignment is not possible due to any reason, the researcher
randomly assigns the different experimental treatments into experimental groups.
Randomization has proved very useful in controlling the extraneous variables. This increases
the internal validity of the research.

1.8.3 Generalizability
The third criterion of research design is generalizability. Generalizability is the external
validity of the research. In other words it refers to the extent to which the results of the
experiment or research obtained can be generalised to subjects, groups or conditions not
included in sample of the research. If the design is such as the obtained results can be
generalised to larger groups or subjects, the design is considered to be a good one.

1.9 Summary
We have noticed that research design is a plan, structure and strategies of the collection
measurement and analysis of data. Research design purports to obtain answers to research
questions and controlling variance. Moreover, research design answers the question as
objectively, validly and economically as possible. Main functions of the research design are
to maximize the effect of systematic variance, control extraneous variance through
randomization, elimination, matching and statistical control and minimize the error variance.
A good research design is characterised by feasibility, flexibility, generalizability, theory
base, cost and time.
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1.10 Glossary
Descriptive Studies:

Research studies that are carried out to describe an object,
phenomena, process, or organisation in the present.

Experimental Studies:

Research studies that are undertaken to study cause and effect
relations between variables are called experimental studies.

Research Design:

The strategy that a researcher adopts to undertake his/her
research. It concerns the operationalization of hypothesis, data
collection, and data analysis.

Validity:

Validity is a measure of the extent of what you are measuring is
what you intend to measure.

1.11 Check your Progress: Answer Keys
Answer to Q.1:

Regardless of the type of research design selected by the social
investigator, all plans perform one or more functions outlined
and discussed below. Perhaps the most important function of
research designs is that they provide the researcher with a
blueprint for studying social questions. By the same token, a
social researcher faces comparable obstacles if he commences
his study without some kind of research plan. To minimize his
research problems, there are several decisions he should make
before beginning his project.
Directional function: research designs dictate boundaries of
research activity, and enable the investigator to channel his
energies in specific directions.
Anticipatory function: a third function of a research design is
that it enables the investigator to anticipate potentia1 problems
in the implementation of the study.

Answer to Q.2:

Research design is a plan, structure, and strategy of
investigation so conceived as to obtain answers to research
questions or problems. It is a blueprint or detailed plan for a
research study - starting from operationalizing variables so that
they can be measured, to selecting a sample of interest to study,
collecting data to be used as a basis for testing hypotheses, and
finally analysing the results. Research is a systematic and
organised effort towards quest for new knowledge. It involves
spending public money and thus accountability towards them.
Thus, it needs to have a well thought of research design.

1.12 Exercise
1. What is research design?
2. What are the function of research design?
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3. Discuss the features and purpose of research design.
4. Explain the criteria of research design.
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2.1 Introduction
The previous Unit has discussed about the meaning and definition of research designs. This
Unit will explore the types and uses of research design. The research interests of social
investigators are virtually unlimited. Any social setting is a potential target for scientific
examination. In spite of the diversity of possible social topics and/or situations invested, most
contemporary social scientific research is characterized by some type of study plan. This plan
is congenitally labelled the research design. Research design decides the fate pf the proposal
and its outcome. If the design is defective, the whole outcome and report will be faulty and
undependable. It is upon the design that the nature of data to be collected will very much
depend. It is, therefore, desirable that research design should be methodologically prepared

2.2 Learning Objectives
After reading this Unit, you will be able to:




Understand the concept of research design;
know its types; and
Understand the uses of research design

2.3 Types of Research Design
This unit is intended to give a clear depiction of various categories of research designs. For
your better understanding, a brief description is given on various categories of research
designs. Exploratory or Formulative Research Design, Descriptive and Diagnostic Research
Designs, and Hypothesis testing or Experimental Research Designs, are the three major
categories of Research Designs most widely used in social science research.

2.3.1 Exploratory or Formulative Research Design
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Exploratory research studies are also termed as formulative research studies. The main
purpose of such studies is that of formulating a problem for more precise investigation or of
developing the working hypothesis from an operational point of view. The major emphasis in
such studies is on the discovery of ideas and insights. As such the research design appropriate
for such studies must be flexible enough to provide opportunity for considering different
aspects of a problem under study. Inbuilt flexibility in research design is needed because the
research problem, broadly defined initially, is transformed into one with more precise
meaning in exploratory studies, which in fact may necessitate changes in the research
procedure for gathering relevant data.
A pilot study conducted prior to the main investigation is an example. Here, the investigator
does not proceed with a pre-planned design, but with a well thought out outline (unstructured
instrument) for collection of preliminary data and gain more knowledge and familiarity with
the phenomenon, or, the problem, concerned. A nonprobability, i.e., purposive or judgment
sampling design is followed.
Generally, the following three methods in the context of research design for such studies are
talked about: (a) the survey of concerning literature; (b) the experience survey, and (c) the
analysis of in sight- stimulating examples.
i)

The survey of concerning literature

Happens to be the most simple and fruitful method of formulating precisely the research
problem or developing hypothesis. Hypotheses stated by earlier workers may be reviewed
and their usefulness be evaluated as a basis for further research. It may also be considered
whether the already stated hypotheses suggest new hypothesis. In this way, the researcher
should review and build upon the work already done by others, but in cases where
hypotheses have not yet been formulated. His task is to review the available material for
deriving the relevant hypotheses from it.
Besides, the bibliographical survey of studies, already made in one's area of interest may
as well as made by the researcher for formulating the problem precisely. He should also
make an attempt to apply concepts and theories developed in different research contexts
to the area in which he is working. Sometimes the works of creative writers also provide a
fertile ground for hypothesis formulation and as such may be looked into by the
researcher.
ii) Experience Surveys are surveys of people who have had practical experience with the
problem to be studied. The object of such a survey is to obtain insights into the relationships
between variables and new ideas relating to the research problem. For such a survey, people
who are competent and can contribute new ideas may be carefully selected as respondents to
ensure a representation of different types of experience. The respondents so selected may
then be interviewed by the investigator. The researcher must prepare an interview schedule
for the systematic questioning of informants. But the interview must ensure flexibility in the
sense that the respondents should be allowed to raise issues and questions which the
investigator has not previously considered. Generally, the experience collecting interview is
likely to be long and may last for few hours. Hence, it is often considered desirable to send a
copy of the questions to be discussed to the respondents well in advance. This will also give
an opportunity to the respondents for doing some advance thinking over the various issues
13

involved so that, at the time of interview, they may be able to contribute effectively. Thus, an
experience survey may enable the researcher to define the problem more concisely and help
in the formulation of the research hypothesis.
iii) Analysis of in sight- Stimulating Examples is also a fruitful method for suggesting
hypothesis for research. It is particularly suitable in areas where there is little experience to
serve as a guide. This method consists of the intensive study of selected instances of the
phenomenon in which one is interested. For this purpose the existing records, if any, may be
examined, the unstructured interviewing may take place, or some other approach may be
adopted. The attitude of the investigator, the intensity of the study, and the ability of the
researcher to draw together diverse information into a unified interpretation are the main
features which make this method an appropriate procedure for evoking insights.
A few examples of in sight- stimulating cases are the reactions of strangers, the reactions of
marginal individuals, the study of individuals who are in transition from one stage to another,
the reactions of individuals from different social strata, and the like. In general, cases that
provide sharp contrasts, or have striking features are considered relatively more useful while
adopting this method of hypothesis formulation. Thus, in an exploratory or formulative
research study this merely leads to insights or hypotheses, whatever method or research
design outlined above is adopted, the only essential is that it must continue to remain flexible
so that many different facets of a problem may be considered as and when they arise, and
come to the notice of the researcher.

2.3.2 Research Design in Descriptive and Diagnostic Research Studies
Descriptive research studies are those studies which are concerned with describing the
characteristics of a particular individual, or of a group, whereas diagnostic research studies
determine the frequency with which something occurs, or its association with something else.
Studies concerning whether certain variables are associated are examples of diagnostic
research studies. As against this, studies concerned with specific predictions with the
narration of facts and characteristics concerning individuals, groups, or situations are all
examples of descriptive research studies. Most of the social research comes under this
category. From the point of view of the research design, the descriptive, as well as diagnostic
studies share common requirements, and as such, we may group together these two types of
research studies. In descriptive, as well as in diagnostic studies, the researcher must be able to
define clearly, what is to be measured, and must find adequate methods for measuring it,
along with a clear cut definition of the population he wants to study. Since the aim is to
obtain complete and accurate information in the said studies, the procedure to be used must
be carefully planned. The research design must make enough provision for protection against
bias, and must maximise reliability, with due concern for the economical completion of the
research study.
The design in such studies must be rigid and not flexible, and must focus attention on the
points that follow.
a) Formulating the objectives of the study (what the study is about, and why is it being made.
b) Designing the methods of data collection (what techniques of gathering data will be
adopted?
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c) Selecting the sample (how much material will be needed?
d) Collecting the data (where can the required data be found, and with what time period
should the data be related?
e) Processing and analysing the data.
f) Reporting the findings.
In a descriptive/diagnostic study the first step is to specify the objectives with sufficient
precision to ensure that the data collected are relevant. If this is not done carefully, the study
may not provide the desired information.
Then comes the question of selecting the methods by which the data are to be obtained. In
other words, techniques for collecting the information must be devised. Several methods
(viz., observation, questionnaires, interviewing, examination of records), with their merits
and limitations, are available for the purpose and the researcher may use one or more of these
methods .While designing a data collection procedure, adequate safeguards against bias and
unreliability must be ensured. It is always desirable to pre-test the data collection instruments
before they are final1y used for the study purposes.
In most descriptive/diagnostic studies the researcher takes out sample(s), and then wishes to
make statements about the population on the basis of the simple analysis or analyses. The
task of designing samples should be tackled in such a fashion that the samples may yield
accurate information with a minimal amount of research effort. Usually, one or more forms of
probability sampling, or, what is often described as random sampling, are used.
To obtain data that is free from errors introduced by those responsible for collecting them, it
is necessary to supervise the staff of field workers closely as they collect and record
information. As data are collected, they should be examined for completeness,
comprehensibility, consistency, and reliability. The data collected must be processed and
analysed. This includes steps like coding the interview replies, observations; tabulating data;
and performing several statistical computations. To the extent possible, the processing and
analysing procedure should be planned in detail before actual work is started. The appropriate
statistical operations, along with the use of appropriate tests of significance, should be carried
out to safeguard the drawing of conclusions concerning the study.
Last of all come the question of reporting the findings. This is the task of communicating the
findings to others and the researcher must do it in an efficient manner. The layout of the
report needs to be well planned so that all things relating to the research study may be well
presented in simple and effective style.
Thus, the research design in case of descriptive/diagnostic studies is a comparative design
throwing light on all points narrated above and must be prepared keeping in view the
objective(s)of the study and the resources available. However, it must ensure the
minimisation of bias and maximisation of reliability of the evidence collected. The said
design can be appropriately referred to as a survey design since it takes into account all the
steps involved in a survey concerning a phenomenon to be studied.

2.3.3 Hypothesis Testing or Experimental Research Design
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These are the designs where the researcher tests the hypotheses of causal relationships
between variables. Such studies require procedures that will not only reduce bias and increase
reliability, hut also permit drawing inferences about causality. Usually, experiments meet
these requirements. Hence, these are better known as experimental research designs.
According to Chapin (1955), 'the fundamental rule of the experimental method is to vary only
one variable (condition) at a time maintaining all other variables constant'. There are two
reasons for adopting this procedure. Firstly, if more than one variable is varied at a time and
an effect is produced, it is not possible to ascertain which variable is responsible or whether
they have acted jointly. Second, when no effect is produced, it cannot be said which variable
is responsible, or whether one has neutralised the other. The basic condition in experimental
method is, therefore, control over the subjects of study and manipulation of the independent
variables to study their effect upon the dependent variable. It is not so much the control as
such, but the degree of control that one can exercise that is important.
Professor R.A. Fisher enumerated three principles of experimental designs.
i) The Principle of Replication: the term, replication has been derived from the fusion of two
words, namely repetition and duplication. Replication refers to the deliberate repetition of an
experiment, using nearly identical procedures, which may sometimes be with a different set
of subjects in a different setting, and, at different time periods. It helps to revalidate a
previous study, or to raise some questions about the previous studies. As each treatment is
applied in many experimental units instead of one the statistical accuracy of the experiments
is increased.
ii) The Principle of Randomisation: Randomisation refers to a technique in which each
member of the population, or, universe has an equal and independent chance of being
selected. This provides for random distribution of the effects of unknown or unspecified
extraneous variables over different groups. Thus, balancing their effects to a great extent.
This is a method of controlling the extraneous variables and reducing experimental error.
Thus randomisation makes the test valid.
iii) The Principle of Local Control: Local Control refers to the amount of balancing, blocking
and grouping of the subjects or the experimental units employed in the research design. The
term, grouping, refers to the assignment of homogeneous subjects, or experimental units, into
a group so that different groups of homogeneous subjects may be available for differential
experimental treatments. The term, blocking, refers to the assignment of experimental units to
different blocks in such a way that the assigned experimental units within a block may be
homogeneous. The term, balancing, in a research design refers to the grouping, blocking, and
assignment of experimental units to the different treatments in such a way that the resulting
design appears to be a balanced one. A design, to be statistically and experimentally sound,
must possess the property of local control.

2.3.4 Quasi Experimental Research Designs
These are less efficient than true experimental designs, where some, but not all extraneous
variables can be controlled. For example, there are designs in which subjects cannot be
randomly assigned to conditions, but the independent variables can be manipulated, either by
the investigator or by someone else. These are known as quasi experimental designs. As the
subjects are not randomly assigned to the experimental and the control groups, the
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equivalence of the groups is not maintained, and, thus, it leaves some uncontrolled threats for
validity of the experiment. Some of the important types of quasi experimental research
designs are discussed below.
i) Time series design: let us start with an example. A business organisation each year
compares its annual sales figures. After consideration of such figures for a number of years
and at the advice of an expert, the management organises a training programme for its sales
personnel. In subsequent years, the management, or an investigator, compares the pretraining and post-training sales figures. It may be noted here that the subjects (sales
personnel) before and after training were the same, though some persons could have changed
positions, or some new recruits could have been inducted. The treatment (training) could
have been organized by the investigator or by the management, and there was no control
group.
It shall be evident from the example that a series of pre-tests are given, or pre-treatment
measurements are made, of the selected group or equivalent groups. Subsequently, the
treatment is administered and a series of post tests are given, or post treatment measurements
are made of the same group or equivalent groups. A control group or a comparison group is
not included in this design. Extraneous variables such as maturation, testing, selection, and
experimental mortality are well controlled. However, the variable history is not controlled. A
comparison of the entire time series data, rather than figures for two adjacent time periods,
better reveals the change due to treatment. This design is most applicable where testing is a
regular feature of the setting, as in educational institutions, or, where data are regularly
collected, such as in records of production, cost-of-living indices, etc.
ii) Equivalent time samples design: The design is first explained with an illustration.
Suppose, the, investigator desires to study the effect of some programmes on attitude change
towards the adoption of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) practices for a group of farmers.
The investigator shows a film (treatment-a) to the group of students, followed by a measure
of attitude towards IPM (post-test-a). After a few days, the investigator briefly discusses the
general beneficial effects of IPM (treatment-b) with them, and then measures their attitude
(post-test-b). After a lapse of few days, the same film is shown (treatment-c) to the same
farmers, and measures of attitude (post-test-c) are obtained. Following this, the investigator
discusses in details every aspect of beneficial effects of P M (treatment-d). The attitude of the
farmers towards IPM is again measured (post tested). This is an extension of and
improvement over the time-series design, because of repeated introduction of the treatments,
followed by post-tests every time in a systematic way. A single group is used, and there is no
control group. Overall attitude change and attitude change separately, with different
treatments, can be measured. As there is a carry- over of experience from one treatment to the
other, it cannot be specifically stated which treatment produced what effect. The variable
history, which is a major limitation of time series design, is well controlled by presenting
treatments on several separate occasions. Other extraneous variables, posing threats to
internal validity are also well controlled.
iii) Non-equivalent control group design: There are situations in which the investigator has to
work with intact groups which cannot be altered. Suppose a researcher is interested in
studying the impact of group discussion (treatment) on housewives' gain in knowledge about
nutrition (effect). For this purpose, the researcher selects all the housewives of two separate
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blocks in a residential area. They form two intact non-equivalent (but comparable) groups.
The treatment, a group discussion on nutrition, is arranged randomly for a block, and the
other one, for which no group discussion is, arranged serves as the control. Pre-treatment and
post treatment measurements are taken for both the groups. The design is similar to the pretest and post-test control group design, except that the method of randomisation cannot be
applied in the assignment of subjects to experimental and control groups. To find the
treatment effect the difference between the post-test and pre-test scores of the experimental
and control groups may be computed. The extent to which the non-equivalent experimental
and control groups are comparable may he found by comparing the scores of both the groups.

2.3.5 Pre -Experimental Research Designs
Pre-experimental researches are research designs that are characterized by a lack of random
selection and assignment. On the surface, (he design below appears to be an adequate design.
The subjects are pre tested, exposed to a treatment, and then post tested. It would seem that
any differences between the pre-test measures and post-test measures would be due to the
program treatment.
a) The One-Group Pre-test and Post-test design experimental Group:
However, there are serious weaknesses in this design. With the exceptions of selection and
morality threat to internal validity, which are not factors due to the lack of a control group,
this design is subject to five other threats to internal validity. If it is an historical event related
to the dependent variable intervenes between the pre-test and the post test, its effects could be
confused with those of the independent variable. Maturation changes in the subjects could
also produce differences between pre-test and post test scores. If paper-and-pencil measures
are used on a pre-test, and a different test measure was used on the post test, a shift of scores
from pre-test to post test could occur, resulting in a testing threat. Regardless of the
measurement process utilized, instrumentation changes could produce variation in the pre-test
and post test scores. Finally, if the subjects were selected because they possessed some
extreme characteristic differences between pre-test and post test scores could be due to
regression toward the mean. In all of these cases, variation on the dependent variable
produced by one or more of the validity threats could easily be mistaken for variation due to
the independent variable. The fact that plausible alternative explanation cannot be ruled out
makes it very difficult to say, with any kind of confidence, that the treatment given caused the
observed effect. The next pre experimental design involves comparing one group that
experiences the treatment with another group that does not.
b) Experimental group and Control group:
In considering this design, it is important to recognize that the comparison group that appears
to be a control group is not, in the true sense, a control group. The major validity threat to this
design is selection. Note that no random assignment (omission of the letter "R") is the
indicator that the comparison group non-equivalent. In the above design, the group compared
is picked up only for the purpose of comparison. There is no assurance of comparability
between it and the experimental group. For example, we might wish to test the impact of a
new type of math test by comparing a school in which the program exists with one that does
not have the program. Any conclusions we might reach about the effects of the program
might be inaccurate because of other differences between the two schools. Despite their
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weaknesses, pre-experimental designs are used when resources do not permit the
development of true experimental designs. The conclusions reached from this type of design
should be regarded with the utmost caution, and the results viewed as suggestive at best.
Check Your Progress Exercise 2.1

Notes: I. Space is given below for writing your answers.
II. Compare your answers with those given at the end of the unit.
Q.1 What is an experimental research design? Describe the various principles of experimental
research designs.
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………….....
………………………………
Q.2 Write the importance of pre experimental research designs in Social Science research
with suitable examples.
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…
………………………………………………………………………………………
……...………………………………………………………………………………………
..……………………………..

2.4 Uses of Research design
A good design is characterised by flexible; appropriate, efficient, economical and so on. The
design which minimizes bias and maximizes the reliability of the data collected and analysed
is considered a good design. The design which gives the smallest experimental error is
supposed to be the best design in many investigations. Similarly, a design which yields
maximal information and provides an opportunity for considering many different aspects of a
problem is considered the most appropriate and efficient design. Thus, the question of good
design is related to the purpose or objective of the research problem and also with the nature
of the problem to be studied. One single design cannot serve the purpose of all types of
research problem. Throughout the design construction task, it is important to have in mind
some endpoint, some criteria which are to be achieved before accepting a design strategy.
The criteria below are only meant to be suggestive of the characteristics found in good
research design.
Theory base: Good research strategies reflect the theories which are being investigated.
Where specific theoretical expectations can be hypothesised these are incorporated into the
design. For example, where theory predicts a specific treatment effect on one measure but not
on another, the inclusion of both in the design improves discriminant validity and
demonstrates the predictive power of the theory.
Situational: Good research designs reflect the settings of the investigation. This was
illustrated above where a particular need of teachers and administrators was explicitly
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addressed in the design strategy. Similarly, intergroup rivalry, demoralisation, and
competition might be assessed through the use of additional comparison groups who are not
in direct contact with the original group.
Feasible: Good designs can be implemented. The sequence and timing of events are carefully
thought out. Potential problems in measurement, adherence to assignment, database
construction and the like, are anticipated. Where needed, additional groups or measurements
are included in the design to explicitly correct for such problems.
Redundant: Good research designs have some flexibility built into them. Often, this
flexibility results from duplication of essential design features. For example, multiple
replication of a treatment helps to insure that failure to implement the treatment in one setting
will not invalidate the entire study.
Efficient: Good designs strike a balance between redundancy and the tendency to overdesign.
Where it is reasonable, other, less costly, strategies for ruling out potential threats to validity
are utilised. This is by no means an exhaustive list of the criteria by which we can judge good
research design. Nevertheless, goals of this sort help to guide the researcher toward a final
design choice and emphasise important components which should be included.

11.5 Summary
In this unit, we discussed various types of research designs and found that a good research
design is possible through different phases. Research design, however, depends on research
purpose, and is bound to be different in the case of exploratory or formulative studies from
other studies, such as descriptive or diagnostic ones. Each type of research design, however,
does not suit all categories of designs and for each category of research. Separate types of
designs will be needed. The researcher must decide in advance of collection and analysis of
data as to which design would prove to be more appropriate for his research project. The
researcher must give due weight to various points such a? the type of' universe and its nature,
the objective of his study, the resource list or the sampling frame, desired standard of
accuracy, and the like, when taking a decision in respect of the design for the research
project.

2.6 Glossary
Descriptive Research Design:

to describe events, phenomena and situations.

Experimental Research Design:

a design in which some of the variables being
studied are manipulated or which seek to control
conditions which persons are observed.

Research Design:

is planning a strategy of conducting research

2.7 Check Your Progress: Answer Keys
Answer to Q.1:

These are the designs where the researcher tests the
hypotheses of causal relationships between variables.
Such studies require procedures that will not only
reduce bias and increase reliability, but also permit
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drawing
inferences
about
causality.
Usually
experiments meet these requirements. Hence, these are
better known as experimental research designs.
Answer to Q.2:

Pre-experimental research designs are research designs
that are characterized by a lack of random selection and
assignment. On the surface, the design below appears to
be an adequate design. The subjects are pre tested,
exposed a treatment, and then post tested.

2.8 Exercise
1. Explain the concept of research design?
2. What are the types of research design? Discuss.
3. Discuss the significance of research design.
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3.1 Introduction
The use of sampling in making inferences about a population is possible and has been in
operation right from beginning. When one has to make an inference about a lot of large size
and it is not practicable to examine each individual unit, then few units of the lot are
examined and on the basis of the information of those units, one makes decisions about whole
lot. For example, a person would like to purchase a bag of rice may examine a handful of rice
from the bag and on the basis of that he/she makes his/her decision about the purchase of full
bag.

3.2 Learning Objectives
After studying this unit, you would be able to:






define a population and explain the different kinds of population;
describe the census and sample survey;
describe the conditions and principles of sample survey;
explain the principle steps in sample survey; and
Describe the characteristics of a good sample.

3.3 Sampling: Meaning and Concept
The terminology "sampling" indicates the selection of a part of a group or an aggregate with a
view to obtaining information about the whole. This aggregate or the totality of all members
is known as Population although they need not be human beings. The selected part, which is
used to ascertain the characteristics of the population, is called Sample. While choosing a
sample, the population is assumed to be composed of individual units or members, some of
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which are included in the sample. The total number of members of the population and the
number included in the sample are called Population Size and Sample Size respectively.
While the definitions of a population and a sample have been introduced in a formal manner
in the previous paragraph, the idea of sampling is not really new. The process of generalising
on the basis of information collected on a part is really a traditional practice. The annual
production of a certain crop in a region is computed on the basis of a sample. The quality of a
product coming out of a production process is ascertained on the basis of a sample. The
government and its various agencies conduct surveys from time to time to examine various
economic and related issues through samples.
According to Levin and Rubin, statisticians use the word, population, to refer not only to
people, but, to all items that have been chosen for study. They use the word, sample, to
describe a portion chosen from the population.
According to Croach and Housden, a sample is a limited number taken from a large group for
testing and analysis, on the assumption that the sample can be taken as representative for the
whole group.
According to Boyce, sampling makes an estimate about some of the characteristics of a
population. To sample is to make a judgment or a decision about something after
experiencing just part of it.

3.4 Objectives of Sampling
Sampling investigation can be performed to fill the following objectives:
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

Checking of Validity of Census
Validity of results obtained from census investigation is to be checked by sampling.
To check the validity of the census results the sample survey are to be organized after
census.
Checking of Difference between the Measurements of a Sample and Population
There is always a difference between the measurements of population and its sample
whether the sample is suitable enough. Even, there is always difference between the
measures of two samples of the same population. Inspection of authenticity of these
differences is the main objective of sampling.
Checking of Characteristics of Population
This is the main objective of a sampling study that all the characteristics of the
population can be found in less time, through less effort and with least cost. More
information can be obtained about the whole population through sampling.
Find Estimate of Parameters of Population
The measure of the population is to be obtained on the basis of statistical measures of
sample mean; sample standard deviation, sample correlation, etc. In this way the
objective of the sampling is to find out the most probable values of the parameters.
The measures of the population are called parameters and the measures of sample are
called statistic.
Fulfilment of Special Objective and for Continuous
Information Sampling methods are applied to fulfil the specific objective. Social,
economic and behavioural surveys come under this. Continuous information about
the behaviour of the unit is needed for some population. Through sampling,
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corrections are to be done regularly in the results of the previous sample survey as in
Medical Sciences and Quality Control.

3.5 Population and Sample
A group of individuals having same characteristics in same surrounding is known as
population. According to A.C.Rosander “A population is the totality of objects under
consideration”. In short, group of all objects which are coming under the definition of
investigation unit. For example, the group of employees of a institute shall be the population
for every investigation related to the employees. Individuals of the population are known as a
unit or an element in population.
A “sample” is a miniature representation of and selected from a larger group or aggregate. In
other words, the sample provides a specimen picture of a larger whole. This larger whole is
termed as the “population” or “universe”. In research, this term is used in a broader sense; it
is a well-defined group that may consist of individuals, objects, characteristics of human
beings, or even the behaviour of inanimate objects, such as, the throw of a dice or the tossing
of a coin.
Suppose there are 60 Community Development Blocks (here in after referred as Blocks) in a
State and we include all the Blocks in our study, it would not only be expensive but also
cumbersome and time consuming. So, we select a few Blocks. The selected Blocks are
termed as sample. The total number of Blocks is called ‘population’ or ‘universe’. This
process of relative few blocks is known as sampling.
Representativeness and Adequacy
Basically there are two requirement of a sample: it has to be ‘representative’ and adequate. If
the nature of the population has to be interpreted from a sample, it is necessary for the sample
to be truly representative of the population. Moreover, it calls for a drawing a representative
‘proportion’ of the population. The population may contain a finite number of members or
units. Sometimes, the population may be ‘infinite’. Therefore, a population has to be defined
clearly so that there is no ambiguity as to whether a given unit belongs to the population or
not. Otherwise, a researcher will not know what units to consider for selecting a sample.
The second issue related to the representation of a sample is to decide about the ‘sampling
frame’, i.e., listing of all the units of the population in separate categories. In a study, there
can be different sampling frames, such as male/female students, employed/unemployed
students, etc. The sampling frame should be complete, accurate and up-to-date, and must be
drawn before selecting the sample.
Thirdly, a sample should be unbiased and objective. Ideally, it should provide all information
about the population from which it has been drawn. Such a sample based on the logic of
induction, i.e., proceeding from the particular to the general, Methods of Sampling falls
within the range of random sampling errors. This leads us to the results expressed in terms of
“probability”.
A sample should not only provide representativeness, but should also be adequate enough to
render stability to its characteristics. What, then, is the ideal size of a sample? An adequate
sample is the one that contains enough cases to ensure reliable results. If the population under
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study is homogenous, a small sample is sufficient. However, a much larger sample is
necessary, if there is greater variability in the units of population. Thus the procedure of
determining the sample size varies with the nature of the characteristics under study and their
distribution in the population. Moreover, the adequacy of a sample will depend on our
knowledge of the population as well as on the method used in drawing the sample.
Check Your Progress Exercise 3.1
1.1 Notes:
I. Space is given below for writing your answers.
II. Compare your answers with those given at the end of the unit.
Q.1 Define a sample and describe the conditions for sample survey briefly.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………..
Q.2 Define the following terms
i. Sampling: ......................................................................................................................
ii. Sampling frame: ............................................................................................................
iii. Sample size…………………………………………………………………

3.6 Census
In census, we study about each and every unit of the population. Population means total units
of investigation area. In census, whole group related to investigation is investigated and the
information are collected, i.e. Census of population of a country, Census of import and
export, etc.
Census investigation is useful in following situations:
1. When a deep study to be performed;
2. When study area is limited;
3. When an adequate accuracy and reliability is desired;
4. When investigator have resources; and
5. When use of sampling method is tough and prohibited.
Merits and Demerits of Census
Merits
i)

Useful in Heterogeneity

This method is very appropriate when the units are heterogeneous from each other and hard
to be succeeded for sampling method.
ii)

Deep Study is Possible
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Through census, deep study of the subject is possible so that the investigator can get the total
information of the variable of interest. He also knows the things or subjects which otherwise
overlooked.
iii)

High Level of Accuracy

High level of accuracy is expected by following this method. Because of that the personnel
investigation is to be performed in investigation area therefore the results are accurate at
higher degree.
iv)

Necessary in Some Situation

If the nature of investigation is like that the involvement of all units is necessary than census
is necessary i.e. census of population of a country.
Demerits
i) Useless in Case of Destructive: Units If the units are destructive type and been destroyed
by examining, this method is useless. For example, to study about the hardness of a chawk or
quality of crackers or life of bulbs or tube lights.
ii) More Time and Energy: This method is very time consuming and large number of
persons required to complete the process. This method consumes much of energy and hard
work to perform the study.
iii) More Expensive: Much of time and organization of big size is needed for a census
investigation. A large number of field investigators to be involved in this work and
arrangement of their training is also needed. In all, in this process large scale expenditure is
needed.
iv) Investigation Remains: Incomplete In this method time, money, organization and large
number of field investigators are required. Population is also large. Therefore, the
investigation may remain incomplete due to weakness of investigating team or time or lack
of availability of resources. In that situation, the effort or expenses which have already done
that become useless.
v) Inconvenient: This method is very inconvenient because this needs a whole department
to be established separately. Problems related to management arise.
vi) Not Possible for all: This method is not comfortable for all because this method can be
used solely by powerful person or organizations.
vii) Not Possible in Every Situation: Census is not possible from many reasons in various
situations, where the investigation area is large and wide. In such cases contact to each and
every unit is not possible.
viii) Statistical Error: In this method we cannot have the knowledge of statistical error.

3.7 Sample survey
A finite subset of statistical individuals in a population is called a sample and the number of
individuals in a sample is called the sample size. Sample is often used in our day to day
practical life. For example, in a shop we assess the quality of rice, wheat or any other
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commodity by taking a handful of it from the bag and then decide to purchase it or not. A
house wife normally tests the cooked food to find if they are properly cooked and contain the
proper quantity of salt.
If the population is infinite, census is not possible. Also, if the units are destroyed in the
course of inspection, 100% inspection though is not possible at all desirable. But even if the
population is finite or the inspection is not destructive, 100% inspection is not taken recourse
too, because of the administrative, financial and time factor related problems. So we take the
help of sampling.
Merits and Demerits of Sample Survey
Merits
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

vi)

Detailed Inspection As selected information is large so their detailed inspection
can be done.
Statistical Error The investigator can analyse the statistical error from only the
size of the sample in their investigation.
Good Representative If the proper selection is done than the result will be as same
as after a census.
Easy and Less Expensive This method is easy and less expensive. It saves time,
money and energy.
Appropriate for Social and Economic Problem As this method takes less time,
therefore, this method is very appropriate for fast changing social and economic
problems.
Scientific This method is more scientific because study may be done by other
samples for available information.

Demerits
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Possibility of Inaccurate Result If an investigator is biased at the time of selection
of sample units then the result would be inaccurate.
Inappropriate in Lack of Homogeneity Where the lack of homogeneity exists or
every unit being different type and nature this method cannot be adopted.
Inappropriate in High Level Accuracy This method is not appropriate in case
where high level of accuracy is needed.
Confused Result If a suitable sampling method is not adopted or the sample size is
not sufficient then the results would be incorrect.

Conditions for Sample Survey
The investigations through sample survey are appropriate in the following conditions:
i) Broad Area: When the investigation area is broad, for example, testing of the effect of a
drug for disease by a drug company, then they have to adopt the sample survey method.
ii) Implication of Rules: When implications of rules are to be done in a broad way, use of
this method is advisable because conformation of rules can be done by various samples.
iii) When the Population is Infinite: When the number of elements in the population is
infinite then this method is suitable i.e. counting of leaves in a tree is a tough job.
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iv) Insufficient Resources: Where the money, time and employee/workers are in insufficient
numbers, then this method can be adopted.
v) No Need of High Level of Accuracy: Where a very high level of accuracy is not
necessary, then this method can be used.
vi) When Units are of Destructive Nature: In some situations, if the units of the population
are of destructive nature and if the census method is used then all the population would be
destroyed. In this situation, the sample survey is advisable, for example, testing of sound of
crackers.
vii) Use of Census is not advisable as well as not Possible: Some investigation situations,
where census is not only inappropriate but impossible also the sample survey is appropriate.
For example if it has to know that in India’s coal mine, how much and which type of coal
existed so for that the sample survey is appropriate.
viii) Homogeneity: If the elements of a population are homogeneous than sample units
would be of same characteristics as of the population. In short a sample should be a true
representative of population.

3.8 Advantages of Sampling over Census
The advantages of sampling over complete census may be outlined as follows: i) Sampling
requires less time and labour than census because only a part of the population has to be
examined. The sampling results also can be analysed much faster;
ii) Sampling usually results in reduction in cost in terms of money and man powers. The total
cost of the sample survey is expected to be much smaller than a complete census;
iii) There is generally a greater scope in a sample survey than in census. Some inquiries may
require highly trained personnel or specialized equipment for collection of data, then the
census may be inconceivable;
iv) In some cases a complete census is ruled out by the nature of the population. If there is a
population which is infinite and/or hypothetical, then sampling is the only option;
v) A sample survey gives data of better quality than a complete census, because in a sample
survey it may be possible to use better resources than complete census;
vi) If the population is too large, as for example, trees in a jungle, leaves in a tree i.e. we are
left with no option but to resort to sampling; and
vii) If testing is destructive, then complete enumeration is impracticable and sampling design
is the only method to be used in such cases. For example, testing the breaking strength of a
chalk, testing of lifetime of an electrical bulb, etc.

3.9 Sampling Frame
A Sampling frame: is a list of all the units of the population. The preparation of a sampling
frame is sometimes a major practical problem. The frame should always be made up to date
and be free from errors of omission and duplication of sampling units.
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A perfect frame: identifies each element once and only once. Perfect frames are seldom
available in real life. A frame is subject to several types of defect which may be broadly
classified on the following lines.
Incomplete Frame: When some legitimate sampling units of the population are omitted the
frame is said to be incomplete. If we want to collect information regarding the political
opinion of a group of voters on a sample basis, a complete list of voters is necessary to select
a sample. But instances are known when such a list is incomplete.
Inaccurate Frame: When some of the sampling units of the population are listed
inaccurately or some units which do not actually exist are included, the frame is said to be
inaccurate. If you use the list of ration cards as a frame to select persons obviously such a
frame will be inaccurate as the details about the persons such as, age is never updated.
Inadequate Frame: A frame which does not include all units of the population by its
structure is an inadequate frame. If you use the list of names included in the telephone
directory of a city as the frame for selecting a sample to collect information about a consumer
product, obviously it will be an inadequate frame. It will include the names of only those
persons who have a telephone omitting the majority of the residents of the city.
Out of Date Frame: A frame is out of date when it has not been updated although it was
accurate, complete and adequate at the time of preparation. The use of census blocks as a
frame to select a sample of households is a fairly accurate frame immediately after the
decennial census. But thereafter, its reliability as a frame deteriorates in a rapidly growing or
rapidly declining area.

3.10 Characteristics of a Good Sample
A good sample should have the characteristics of (i) Representativeness and (ii) Adequacy, as
already described earlier in the unit.
It is essential that the sample should be 'representative' of the population if the information
from the sample is to be generalized for that population. The term representative sample
means an ideal 'miniature' or 'replica' of the population from which it has been drawn.
A good sample should also be 'adequate' or of sufficient size to allow confidence in the
stability of its characteristics. An adequate sample is considered to be one that contains
enough cases to ensure reliable results. Hence, planning the size of the sample in advance is
very important. It varies with the nature of the characteristics under study and its distribution.
It may be mentioned that representativeness and adequacy do not automatically ensure
accuracy of results. The sampling and data collection techniques need to be selected and
employed carefully to obtain higher degrees of precision in results and generalizations about
the population.
Check Your Progress Exercise 3.2
Notes:
I. Space is given below for writing your answers.
II. Compare your answers with those given at the end of the unit.
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Q.3 Discuss the characteristics of a good sample.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Q.4 Describe the census and situation where it is essential.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………….……..

3.11 Problems of Sampling Methods
Some problems arise regarding the sampling on which pre discussion is necessary:
1. Determination of Base of Sampling
Sample should neither be too small nor too big. This is to be noted that a sample is surely
would not be a representative only by size. Sample size depends on the following points:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Homogeneity or heterogeneity of population;
Nature of investigation;
Practical things like money, time, hard work by trained supervisors, etc.;
Level of purity; and
Sampling method.

2. Discussion on Effect of Biasedness in Sampling
Partiality, predefined and unknowingly happenings make impure the sample. So it is
necessary to beware of that.
3. Reliability in Sampling
This can be done in following ways:
i.
ii.
iii.

Comparison of sample after dividing in two equal parts;
Selection of another sample of same size from the same population and
comparison; and
Comparison of the result of a sub-sample to the result of the sample itself.

3.12 Summary
In this unit, we have discussed about sample and population. A population is a well defined
group of units: individuals, objects, attributes, qualities, characteristics, traits of human
beings, etc. A sample is a small representation of a population. It is a miniature picture of the
entire group from which it has been selected. To obtain a representative sample, you must
select the unit in a specified way. This process is called sampling. It usually involves the
following four steps: (i) Defining the population; (ii) Listing the population; (iii) Selecting a
representative sample; and (iv) Obtaining an adequate sample. The choice of an appropriate
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sampling method by a researcher depends upon many factors. These include (i) defining the
population, (ii) availability of information about the structure of population, (iii) the
parameters to be estimated, (iv) the objectives of the analysis including degree of precision
required, and (v) the availability of financial and other resources. Representativeness and
adequacy are the major characteristics of a good sample.

3.13 Glossary
Population:

a population is any group of individuals or units that have one
or more characteristics in common and are of interest to the
researcher. It may consist of all the units or individuals of a
particular type or a more restricted part of that group.

Sample:

a sample is a small proportion of a population selected for
analysis. By observing the sample, certain inferences may be
drawn about the population. Samples are not selected
haphazardly, but deliberately, so that the influence of chance or
probability can be estimated.

Sampling Frame:

a complete, accurate, and up-to-date list of all the units in a
population is called a sampling frame.

3.14 Check Your Progress: Answer Keys
Answer to Q.1:

A finite subset of statistical individuals in a population is called
a sample and the number of individuals in a sample is called the
sample size. Sample is often used in our day to day practical
life. For example, in a shop we assess the quality of rice, wheat
or any other commodity by taking a handful of it from the bag
and then decide to purchase it or not.

Answer to Q.2:

i) Sampling is the process of selecting a sample which is a
small representation of a large whole or group. A sample
should represent truly and adequately the larger whole. A
sampling frame should be complete, accurate, up-to date,
unbiased and objective.
ii) List of all sampling units in the target population is called a
sampling frame.
iii) The number of units or subjects sampled for inclusion in the
study in called sample size.

Answer to Q. 3:

A good sample must be


representative of the population chosen
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adequate and
accurate

Answer to Q.4:
In census we study about each and every unit of the population, that
means whole group related to investigation is investigated and the information are to be
collected. Population means total units of investigation area i.e. census of population, census
of import and exports, etc.
Census investigation is useful in following situation:
1. When a deep study to be performed;
2. When study area is limited;
3. When an adequate accuracy and reliability is desired;
4. When investigator have resources; and
5. When use of sampling method is tough and prohibited.

3.15 Exercise
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is sampling?
What is the relevance of sampling in the research?
What are the principle steps of sample survey?
Discuss the characteristics of good sample.
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TYPES OF SAMPLING-PROBABILITY AND
NON-PROBABILITY
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4.1 Introduction
The primary purpose of research is to discover principles that have universal application. But
to study a whole population in order to arrive at generalizations would be impracticable if not
impossible. Some populations are so that their characteristics cannot be measured, because
before the measurement could be completed, the populations would have changed. Imagine
the difficulty of conducting an experiment with all fifth-grade Indian children [as subjects] on
numerical ability. The study of this population would require the services of thousands of
researchers, the expenditure of millions of rupees and thousands of class hours. In view of
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this it becomes imperative to collect the data from a smaller group of the population instead
of collecting from the whole population. There are various ways to achieve this. We will
discuss these in this unit

4.2 Learning Objectives
After completing the study of this unit, you will be to:





explain the meaning of probability sampling;
describe various probability sampling methods;
explain the meaning of non-probability sampling;
describe various non-probability sampling methods

4.3 Types of Sampling
In the earlier unit, we studied the concept of sampling. Now we shall study different sampling
methods. The sampling method was used in social sciences research as early as in 1754 by
A.L. Bowley. Since then the method is increasingly used. The sampling methods are broadly
classified into two types: (i) Probability sampling and (ii) Non-probability sampling.

4.3.1 Probability Sampling
Probability Sampling is based on some statistical concepts such as the 'Law of Large
Numbers', 'Central Limit Theorem and the Normal Distribution' etc. In this type of sampling,
the units of the population are not selected at the discretion of the researcher, but by means of
certain procedures which ensure that every unit of population has one fixed probability of
being included in the sample. It is also called random sampling.




The Law of Large Number states that as the sample size becomes large, probability
that the estimate differs from the parameter to a greater extent, becomes small. Or in
other words a larger number provides a more precise measure of the parameter under
consideration. However, one precaution must be taken. While increasing the size of
the sample care should be taken to maintain the representiveness of the sample,
because a large sample does not automatically guarantee representiveness.
As per the second concept, sampling distribution approaches normal distribution
provided- more the irregular distribution in the population, larger is the sample and
sample is selected to avoid biases.

4.3.2 Non-Probability Sampling
The non-probability methods are based on the judgements of the investigator as the most
important element of control. The guiding principles in non-probability methods are availability of the subjects, the personal judgement of the investigator, and convenience in
carrying out the research.

4.3.3 Criteria for Selecting Sampling
i. Because there are various sampling methods it becomes crucial to select appropriate
sampling method. Young has suggested three criteria to be considered while selecting a
sampling method34





A measurable or known probability sampling technique should be used to control the
risk of errors in the sample estimate.
Simple, straight forward and workable methods, adapted to available facilities and
personnel, should be used.
Achieving optimum balance between expenditure incurred and maximum of reliable
information should be the guiding principle.

ii. The decision whether a probability sampling or a non -probability sampling is to be
applied rests on the constraints which are not very different from those stated earlier. These
are- objectives of the study, type of study and availability of the resources for the study.
If the objective of the research is to apply the results of the study to a small local group then
sampling may not be given as much consideration as in a study the results of which are to be
applied to a larger group. In experimental research internal validity is of more concern than
the external validity.


Action research generally does not require sampling from a larger group. Most of the
times sampling is not very essential in historical research also. Whereas survey
studies generally have a more rigorous sampling.
 The availability of time, funds, manpower and equipment required is another
important consideration in deciding about the size and technique of sampling.
iii.
If one is interested in obtaining an estimate of the sampling error, one may resort
to probability sampling rather than to a non-probability one.

Check Your Progress Exercise 4.1
Notes:
I.
II.

Space is given below for writing your answers.
II. Compare your answers with those given at the end of the unit.

Q.1 State the meaning of the following terms:
Population, Sample,
Probability Sampling,
Nonprobability sampling
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………

4.4 Probability Sampling
We know the meaning of and requirement for probability sampling. Now we will take a brief
account of different methods of probability sampling.
4.4.1 Simple Random Sampling
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Theoretically, this is a method of selecting 'n' units from N units in such a way that everyone
in the population of N units has an equal chance of being selected. This can be done through
the following steps




Defining population by specifying its various limits.
preparing the sampling frame
Incorporating sampling the names or serial numbers of individual units in the
sampling frame (every unit is to be listed, order does not make any difference).

It is important to note that random sample is not necessarily as identical representation of the
population. After this, to get the required ‘n’ units different techniques are available. Let us
get acquainted with these techniques one by one.
i) Lottery Method
After naming or numbering every unit in the population, they are well mixed. The required
numbers of units are then drawn from all these well-mixed chits. The individuals/objects with
these identification name/numbers are then picked up for inclusion in the sample.
However this technique has some objections. When the population is very large and includes
such individuals/objects, which are of such nature that could not be mixed and further if ‘well
mixing’ is not attained despite all efforts, the principle of randomness in the population may
be violated.
ii) Random Table Method
In view of the mentioned objections, it is advised to use the random number tables instead of
lottery method. The use of random numbers or manual lot drawing will be too cumbersome to
recommend in case of large population. In such situation, computer generated random
selection should be resorted to, in order to save time and labour.
Tables of random numbers have been generated by computers producing a random sequence
of digits e.g. random digit table by Rand Corporation and prepared by Kendall & Smith, by
Fisher & Yates and by Tippett are frequently used.
The required numbers of units are selected from such a table in any convenient and
systematic way. Now suppose we have select to 20 distance learners for interview from 80distance learners registered at a study centre. We may start with any column and any row.
Because we want 20 numbers i.e. two digit numbers, we have to select only the first two
digits from each number. If we select the first column and start from first row then we will
get following twenty two digit numbers-23,05, 14,38,97, 11, 43, ................ 61. You will
notice that numbers greater than 80 will have to be deleted from this list and for the
remaining numbers selecting any other column and the row the procedure will have to be
repeated, till we get required number i.e. 20. If any number is repeated in this list, it is to be
substituted by selecting the next number. Until a sample of desired size is obtained, the
selection procedure is to be continued.
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Advantages
1. This method calls for no special expertise and training or even insight. It can be used
mechanically by anybody.
However, best results are achieved by adopting simple random sampling method. Still, it is
not free from criticism.
Limitations
Practically listing of all the units in the population may not be possible.
1. In case of population with infinite numbers, listing is out of the question.
2. It is difficult though not impossible, but it involves high cost.
3. In case of heterogeneous population the selected random sample may not truly represent
the characteristics of the population.

4.4.2 Systematic Sampling
A variation of the random process of sampling is the systematic sampling. It is the selection
of the required number of elements of the population to include in the sample. It involves the
following steps:




Listing the population elements in some order, say alphabetically, merit wise etc.
Determining the desired number to be selected from the population e.g. 10% of 1000
means 100 out of 1000.
Starting with any number from among the numbers 1 to 10 (i.e. 1 to k, both inclusive),
to select every 10th (or kth) element from the list. If the number chosen from 1to 10 is
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4, then the selected numbers will be the 4th, 14th, 24th... 994th elements making the
sample with 100 elements.
As the elements are chosen from regular intervals, this technique is also known as sampling
by regular intervals, this technique is also known as sampling by regular intervals, sampling
by fixed intervals or sampling by every kth unit.
Advantages
1. It is more practical in that it involves less labour.
2. Because it is simpler to perform, it may reduce errors.
3. The procedure is speedy in comparison with simple random sampling.
4. The systematic sample is spread more evenly over the population which makes this method
more precise than stratified random sampling.
Limitations
1. Selection of every element other than the first selected randomly is linked with the first
element. This makes the process different from the simple random method where selection of
every element is independent of other one.
2. When the list of elements has a periodic arrangement, there is a risk that the sample
interval may coincide with the periodic interval in the list. Suppose, A, B, C, D and E are the
5 schools selected and from each school 100 students are selected. The students from school
A are placed starting from 1, from school B starting from 2, from school C starting from 3,
from school D starting from4 and from school E starting from 5 with an interval of 5. Thus
the school A students will hold the numbers 1,6,11,16,21,.......496. The school B students will
hold the numbers2,7,12,17,22,.... . . ....497.Now in systematic sampling procedure suppose
we decide to select 5 % of the total and randomly choose any number from 1 to 5 say '3' then
starting from 3 we will have to select every 5" number. These numbers will be 3,8,13,18...
.....498. Have you noticed that all these numbers belong to school C? Why has it happened
so?
The answer is because every school is repeated in the list with an interval of '5' and elements
are selected with an interval of ‘5’.
3. Another limitation of the systematic sampling method is the trend of the listed population.
This is explained below Suppose 100 students are listed in the decreasing order of academic merit. We want to draw a
sample of 20 students from this using systematic sampling method. 20 out of 100 means the
size of interval is ‘5’. We can draw many samples from this listed population. If we randomly
pick up a number from amongst 1 to 5, say 3 then the, sample will comprise the elements 3rd,
8th, 13th, 18th ....98th instead, if we randomly pick '5' then the sample will comprise the 5th,
l0th,15th, .. ......100th elements. Is it not obvious that the two samples will not be comparable
in terms of merit? The mean average of these two samples would be significantly different
with respect to merit and other associated variables. Calculations made from such samples
cannot pinpoint the sources of variability.
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4.4.3 Stratified sampling
One question may arise in your mind is that: How to increase the precision of the sample?
By increasing the size of the sample, its precision can be increased. But this is not the only
way. Let us see which the other one is. It is the ‘stratified sampling’. The term ‘stratified’ is
very much self-explanatory. It involves dividing the population into such sub-population
(strata) that each one of them is homogeneous within itself.
The steps to be followed within itself in this method are as under




Deciding upon one or more characteristics on the basis of which strata will be formed
e.g. location of schools-rural, urban, suburban, urban-slums, metropolitan etc.
Dividing the population under consideration into strata on the basis of stratification
characteristics/criteria.
Listing the units in each stratum separately.
Selecting requisite number of elements from each stratum using appropriate random
selection technique.

Thus all the elements selected from all the strata compose the required sample. Important
points to be notedi.
ii.
iii.

iv.

v.

The criteria for dividing the population into strata should be correlated with the
variable being studied.
The criteria should be practical. It should not yield an unwieldy number of strata.
A good measure of the stratification criteria should be available; e.g. if reliable
and valid tool of determining socio-economic status is not available, stratification
on this basis would lead to confounding of the results.
Selection of the elements at random from each stratum in the same proportion as
that of the actual size of the stratum in the population improves the
representativeness of the sample and helps in achieving higher efficiency at a
reduced cost.
In some studies (like census) stratification is not possible before the data have
been collected. After collecting the data stratification as per sex, age, educational
level is affected. Or a simple random sample of the required size is selected and
the classification into strata is observed.

Advantages
1. Stratified random sampling is very useful when a list of the elements in the population is
not available.
2. It is the most applicable method of sampling when the population is heterogeneous.
4.4.4 Cluster Sampling
When listing of population or at least the total strength of the population is possible and
available or in other words when the population is finite we saw that the sampling methods
applicable were-simple random, systematic or stratified random sampling.
But what to do when the population is infinite?
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In such a case, the method applicable is called as 'cluster sampling'.
Cluster sampling is used when the population under study is relatively infinite, where the list
of the elements is not available, the elements/units are geographically scattered or when
sampling of individual elements is not required or is not convenient.
A cluster is an intact group as available in the field. It is not formed by the researcher for the
purpose of data collection. For example a school complex (a group of schools) is a cluster.
Some such clusters are selected to make a sample. Here a sampling element/unit is a
group/cluster.
In social survey, the cluster sampling is described as 'area sampling'.
This method involves following steps



Deciding the nature of the cluster required.
Identifying/locating such clusters to make the population.
Selecting the clusters in required number at random.

Advantages
This method of sampling is economic, especially when the cost of measuring a unit is
relatively small.
Limitations
When the sampling unit is to be an individual element/unit or number in the population, this
method is not applicable.
4.4.5 Multi-Stage and Multi-Phase Sampling
In the multi-stage sampling selection of different types of sampling units such as some
Districts in a State, some Taluka places in those Districts and then some schools, is involved
at different sampling stages. Whereas in the multi-phase sampling, the researcher is
concerned with the same type of sampling unit at each phase but some members are asked for
more information than others, e.g. information regarding study habits of distance learners can
be collected from 100 distance learners through a questionnaire and 20 out of them can be
interviewed for more information. The main distinction between the multi-stage and the
multi-phase sampling is the use of unit of sampling at different levels.

Advantages
1. In both the methods burden on respondents is reduced.
2. Relative cost also gets reduced.
3. Two-phase sampling is useful in studying rare cases.
4. In two-phase sampling resulting gain in precision is more due to possibility of getting
more information in details.
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Check Your Progress Exercise 4.2
Notes:
I. Space is given below for writing your answers.
II. Compare your answers with those given at the end of the unit.
Q.2. Match the Pairs.
I) Sampling Method

Limitations

i) Simple Random
ii) Systematic
iii) Cluster
iv) Stratified random

a) Sampling unit is not an individual element
b) Not applicable to heterogeneous population
c) Listing the elements in sub-population necessary
d) Periodic arrangement of elements

II) Sampling Method
i) Stratified random
being selected
ii) Simple random
iii) Systematic
iv) Cluster

Special Feature
a) Every unit in the population has equal chance of
b) Spread more evenly over the population
c) Useful in case of heterogeneous population
d) Applicable in case of infinite population

Q.3. Distinguish between multi-stage and multi-phase sampling methods.
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..

4.5 Non-Probability Sampling
We have understood the meaning of non-probability sampling. It is reiterated here. Where the
selection of the units in the sample is based on the researcher's judgement and not on equal or
known probability, it is the nonprobability sampling method. A non-probability sample is
termed as 'non-random sample' due to the very fact that it is selected through non-random
method. The main feature of such a sample is the lack of control of the sampling error on
account of which this method of sampling is referred to as 'uncontrolled sampling' method.
This description of the non-probability sampling should not be taken in negative sense. In
spite of all this many a times it is the demand of the situation to go for nonprobability
sampling method. Let us now study the different non-probability sampling methods one by
one.
4.5.1 Incidental Sampling
Incidental Sampling is also known as accidental or convenience sampling. When a readily or
easily available group is selected as a sample, it is termed as an 'incidental sample'. A
teacher-educator e.g. may select the students from a school situated in the same campus
which serves as a practicing school for the concerned college of education, to experimentally
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find the effectiveness of concept attainment model to teach a mathematical concept say, a
quadrilateral.
Advantages
The administrative convenience of obtaining sample for the study, the ease of testing, saving
in time, completeness of the data collected are some of the merits of this method.
Limitations
Since there is no well-defined population and no random sampling method is applied to select
the sample, the standard error formulae apply with a high degree of approximation. Hence no
valid generalization can be drawn. Any attempt at generalization based on such data and
conclusion thereof will be misleading.
4.5.2 Purposive Sampling
Another non-probability sampling method is 'purposive sampling'. In this method samples are
expressly chosen because in the light of available information they resemble some larger
group with respect to one or more characteristics. The controls/criteria for categorization in
such samples are usually identified as representative areas such as a state, a district, a city etc.
or representative characteristics of individuals such as age, sex, socio-economic status etc. or
representative types of groups such as elementary school teachers, secondary school teachers,
college teachers, university teachers etc. These controls/criteria may be further sub- divided
e.g. the group of college teachers can be divided into male and female teachers or teachers in
science/arts/commerce colleges etc.
Have you noticed that up to this stage the controls are somewhat similar to stratification
criteria? After deciding upon the category required for the research, the researcher has to
select the sample.
Actual selection of the units for inclusion in the sample is done purposively and not
randomly; e.g. in order to tackle the problem of indiscipline only the undisciplined students
are selected as the sample excluding others, on the basis of past experience.
Advantages
i)
ii)

This method of sampling is useful where a small sample is required.
It is focused on solving problems of particular groups.

Limitations
This method is applicable only for the selection of samples including typical/special cases
such as 'best teacher award winners' from the population of teachers or 'meritorious past
students of the school' from the population of the past students.

4.5.3 Quota Sampling
This is another method of non-probability sampling. It involves the selection of the sample
units within each stratum, on the basis of the judgement of the researcher. What distinguishes
it from probability sampling is that, once the strength of the sample (e.g. how many women
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teachers from among the college teachers) is decided which forms the ‘quota’; the choice of
the actual units to fit into this framework is left to the researcher.
Quota Sampling is thus a method of stratification sampling in which selection of sample units
within the stratum is non- random. These quotas are determined by the proportion of the
groups, e.g. in order to study the attitude of school teachers towards environment education,
first of all the school teachers will be stratified into men and women teachers, quotas for
these strata will be fixed and will be selected (not randomly).

4.6 Summary
In this Unit you got acquainted with the concept of population and sample. We elaborated the
two types of sampling, namely, the probability and non-probability sampling. We discussed
in details various probability sampling methods including simple random sampling, stratified
random sampling, systematic sampling, cluster sampling, and multi stage/ phase sampling.
You also got an explanation of the nonprobability sampling methods including incidental
sampling, purposive sampling and quota sampling.

4.7 Glossary
Probability:

Probability is the ratio of the number of ways in which a
favoured way can occur to the total number of ways the event
can occur. It may range from zero, when there is no chance
whatever, of the favoured event, to 1.0, where there is absolute
certainty that nothing else could happen.

Probability Sampling:

in probability sampling, the units of a population are not
selected at the discretion of the researcher but by means of
certain procedures which ensure that every unit of the
population has one fixed probability of being included in the
sample. It is a procedure of drawing the units of a population in
such a way that every unit has an equal and independent chance
of being included in the sample.

Non-probability Sampling: in non-probability sampling, the units are selected at the
discretion of the researcher. The researcher uses his/her
judgement or experience while selecting the sample.

4.8 Check Your Progress: Answer Keys
Answer to Q.1:

Population-A group of individuals/ units having one or more
characteristics in common which are of interest to the
researcher for a particular research. Sample - A small
representative proportion of a population selected for a
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particular research. Probability Sampling - Sampling based on
some statistical concepts such as the 'Law of Large Numbers',
'Central Limit Theorem', and the 'Normal Distribution' is
known as probability sampling. Non-probability SamplingSampling based on the judgements of the researcher as the most
important element of control is known as nonprobability
sampling.

Answer to Q.2:

I) i) - (b); ii) – (e); iii) - (a); iv) - (c) II) i) - (c); ii) – (a);
iii) - (b); iv) - (d)

Answer to Q.3:

The main distinction between multi-stage and multi-phase
sampling is the use of unit of sampling at different levels. In
multi-stage, sampling is done at various levels such as national,
state, district level. In multi-phase, sampling units are of the
same type at each phase only a few of them are asked for more
information than others.

4.9 Exercise
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is probability sampling?
Discuss the various probability sampling methods.
What is non-probability sampling? Discuss with suitable example.
Explain various non-probability sampling methods.
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UNIT-5:

DETERMINING SIZE OF THE SAMPLE–
PRACTICAL
CONSIDERATIONS
IN
SAMPLING AND SAMPLE SIZE
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5.6 Summary
5.7 Glossary
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5.9 Exercise
5.9 References

5.1 Introduction
We collect data in order to make generalisation. For example, ‘Are agricultural labourers
today more progressive than they were in nineties?’ Question of this kind calls generalisation.
But only rarely does a study include observations of all respondents that are defined by the
research problem. A familiar example is the elections. To predict the outcome of the
elections, pollster interviews, a subset of the total electorate and predict the behaviour of the
entire set (the electorate or population). Similarly, suppose that, as a researcher, you want to
study the effects of Integrated Rural Development Programme in your District. For this, you
need not have to select all the beneficiaries in the district. Instead you may select a few
representatives from the Villages / Blocks from your District and assess the effects of the
programme. The process of selection demands thorough knowledge of various sampling
methods. In this Unit, we shall familiarize you with the concept of sample size and how to
determine the sample size.

5.2 Learning Objectives
After studying this Unit, you should be able to:




Discuss the meaning of sample size
Explain the process of determination of sampling size
Recognise the factors which affect the sample size decision
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5.3 Sample Size
How large a sample should be taken in a study? At this stage, we will only mention some
factors affect the sample size decision and in later units some of these ideas will be gone into
in more depth.
One of the most important factors that affect the sample size is the extent of variability in the
population. Taking an extreme case, if there is no variability, i.e. if all the members of the
population are exactly identical, a sample of size 1 is as good as a sample of 100 or any other
number. Therefore, the larger the variability, the larger is the sample size required.
A second consideration is the confidence in the inference made-the larger the sample size, the
higher is the confidence. In many situations, the confidence level is used as the basis to
decide sample size as we shall see in the next unit.
In many real life situations, the factor of overriding importance is the cost of the study and
the problem then becomes one of designing a sampling scheme to achieve the highest
statistical efficacy subject to the budget for the study. It is here that cluster sampling and
convenience sampling score over other more statistically efficient methods of sampling, since
the unit cost of data collection is lower.

5.4 Determination of Sample Size
The sample size can be determined by:
i)
ii)

Using a formula
Using a table

Determining Sample Size Using a Formula

p= the portion in the target population estimated to have a particular characteristic. If there is
no reasonable estimate, then use 50 percent (.50).
q= 1-p
d= degree of accuracy desired, usually set at 0.05 or occasionally at 0.02.
n= the estimate of the population size
Z at 99% confidence level i.e. at 1% level of significance = 2.58
Z at 95% confidence level i.e. at 5% level of significance = 1.96
Z at 90% confidence level i.e. at 10% level of significance = 1.65
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Example: (when population is more than 10,000)

Determining Sample Size by Using a Table
Another way to determine sample size is to rely on published tables which provide the
sample size for a given set of criteria. Table 3.1 presents sample size values that will be
appropriate for many common sampling problems. The table includes sample sizes for both
continuous and categorical data assuming alpha levels of 0.10, .05, or .01.
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5.5 Errors in Sampling
Many mistakes and errors in social science research happen because of misleading and biased
sample. According to Yule and Kendal, “Bias may be due to imperfect instruments, the
personal qualities of the observer, defective techniques and other cases. Like experimental
error, it is difficult to eliminate entirely, but usually may be reduced to relatively small
dimensions by taking proper care’. There are two types of errors such as sampling errors and
non-sampling errors. These are discussed below:
Sampling Error
By definition, when you have collected a sample from a population, you have less than
complete information about the population. This, in turn, means that there is a chance that the
sample statistics you calculate, (for example, the mean of a variable, a frequency distribution
etc.) may not be an unbiased estimate of the population parameter.
The error in the sample estimate is not an intrinsic impediment to analysis. For probability
samples, sampling theory allows you to calculate the expected amount of error given a
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particular sample size, sampling method, and the specific statistic of interest. In general
terms, the sampling error for a statistic can be defined as:

Where n refers to the number of respondents (sample size)
As the sample size increases, the standard error of a statistic decreases; as the variance, or
dispersion, of a statistic increases, so does its sampling error. Sampling error decreases
rapidly as the sample size increases from a few hundred to about 1000 respondents. However,
there is rarely any reason to select larger samples while comparing the increased cost of
survey with reduction in sampling error. The formula for the standard error of a proportion is
simple and easy to apply:

Here, p represents the proportion of successes (favourable response, those who received the
benefits), {q = (I-p)} represents the proportion of failures (those who did not receive the
benefits), and n is the total number of respondents. The standard error of a statistic is greatest
when p and (l-p) are equal, which occurs when each is 0.50, or 50%, of the sample.
Non-Sampling Error
Before discussing how to determine sample size, we will briefly review other sources of error
in surveys. When you read a news article that reports the results of a national poll, the error in
the estimates is always listed, derived, generally speaking, from Equation 6.2. However,
experienced survey researchers know that errors due to other sources are typically greater
than the error due to sampling alone. Following are some other types of errors.




Measurement errors, caused by poorly written questions, poorly designed
questionnaires, respondent errors in completing questionnaires, and so on.
Non-response errors, caused because the respondents are not a representative subset
of the population.
Data coding errors, caused, by errors in coding and entering the data.

Of these error sources, the first two are typically more severe. In mail surveys, nonresponse
error is often the most serious problem.
There are two critical characteristics of these non-sampling errors. First, as mentioned above,
their sum is often greater than the sampling error. Second, and more insidious, these errors
are often impossible to estimate for any one survey, especially measurement and nonresponse errors. Consequently, using Equation 6.1 and Equation 6.2 to estimate the error in a
statistics often provides a false sense of security. Experienced survey researchers take this
fact into account by being more cautions in discussing survey results than the sampling error
alone would indicate, and you should do the same. Ideally, the other sources of error would
balance themselves out so that errors in one direction negate errors in the other directions, but
you cannot assume that this is the case.
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Check Your Progress Exercise 5.1

Notes: I. Write your answer in about 50 words.
II. Check your answer with possible answers given at the end of the unit
Q.1 What is sampling error?
………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………
Q.2 How is the sample size determined using the formula?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………..

5.6 Summary
In this unit, we have discussed the concept of sample size and the determination of sample
size and errors in sampling. Sample size determination is the mathematical estimation of the
number of subjects/units to be included in a study. When a representative sample is taken
from a population, the findings are generalized to the population. If the sample is too small, it
may fail to detect important effect or associations. It may associate this effect or association
imprecisely.

5.7 Exercise
1. What is the meaning of sample size?
2. Explain the process of determination of sampling size.
3. What is sample error?

5.7 Glossary
Standard Error:

This is the expected amount of error while estimating the
specific statistic of interest, using a particular sample size and
sampling method with respect to actual population value.

Sampling Error:

While collecting information from a sample, there is a chance
that the sampling statistics may not be equal to the same values
in the population. The error is that the sample does not contain
complete information about the population.

Sample Size:

The number of elementary units in a sample is called a sample
size.
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5.8 Check Your Progress: Answer Keys
Answer to Q.1:

By definition, when you have collected a sample from a
population, you have less than complete information about the
population. This, in turn, means that there is a chance that the
sample statistics you calculate, (for example, the mean of a
variable, a frequency distribution, etc.) may not be unbiased
estimate of the population parameter. This error is called
sampling error.

Answer to Q.2:

The calculation of the sample size is concerned with the
number of respondents required. To determine the number to
select for the sample drawn from the sampling frame, you must
estimate the non-response rate. The actual sample size to be
drawn is:

So, if any survey organization decides that they need 700
respondents, and the expected response rate from the
population is 50%, then 700/0.50, or 1400, customers must be
drawn from the sampling frame.
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